
The cameo, correctly defined as "a thumbnail sketch," is a 7-line 
syllable-count poem invented by English poet, Alice Spokes. As a verse 
form, it serves as an excellent exercise in rhythm. The primary variation 
is in syllable count, which puts it closer to haiku.  

Elements of a cameo 
- a heptastich, a poem in 7 lines. 
- syllabic, 2-5-8-3-8-7-2 syllables per line, for a total of 35 syllables. 
- unrhymed, but end words should be strong. 

Suggestions and rules made for breaking: 
- Take care not to use two thoughts separated by a semicolon. In fact, 
it's a good idea to avoid using the semicolon in this form.  

- Tangible subjects (i.e. spider) may work better than intangibles (i.e. 
boredom) in this short format, but try both experimentally.   

- Line endings should be strong.  End the lines where pauses and stops 
occur normally in our language.  

- Never break a line in the middle of a grammatical structure.   
- Experiment with spacing and possibly centering the poem mid-page, 
depending on what it includes. 

- Make minimal use of the, an, or, at, etc. 

Exercise 1: Column Loom Cameo 
Jot down a three-column list including the following: 5 technical terms 
or nouns that you want to learn more about, 5 complex monosyllabic 
words, 5 fragrances or scents. Now use these lists to stitch together a 
rough cameo that does not use the word “scent” or “fragrance”. For 
inspiration, find definitions for the complex technical terms. Jot down 
notes inside each column and then use your mind as a loom, leaving 
behind loose threads, and making strong knots mid-poem. 
 
Exercise 2: Two-Faced Cameo 
Brainstorm notes for a double-barreled cameo in which you insert or 
imagine an invisible Volta between both stanzas. Consider topics that 
lend themselves to a before/after scenario, like haircuts, final exams, 
skinny-dipping, baptism, birthday party. Make a list of significant objects 
that are heavily connoted in these contexts. Now write two cameos 
which reflect back to their other, in an invisible dialogue. Choose a 
longer title that has enough information to frame the two-faced cameo 
so you don’t have to declare it.  

Exercise 3: Five Cameo Series 
Once again, taking notes on topics, using columns and lists, plot a five-
cameo series that revolves around a specific topic or theme. For 
example, portraits of five children at the YMCA playground. You might 
choose to name each cameo (i.e. Sylvia, Grace, Shaunteeka, Isaiah, 
Muhammad) or let them bounce off each other with only the series title.  

The Cameo Poem 

Beef Steak 
By Judy Van Gorder 

Dead steer 
lying on the road. 
A pickup came around the bend  
much too fast  
when the old animal wandered  
through the break in the wire fence.  
Road kill. 

(Untitled) 

By Magdalene Neal Collums 

There is 
Sun in apples, moon 
In roses, part of the Milky 
Way in she  
Who prepares your breakfast, in he 
Who gets off the train as you 
Get on. 


